
MY SUMMER PASS ION  PROJECT

A fairy tale podcast
A crime noir picture book
A mash-up tall tale/sports story/graphic novel

1. Can you remember a past creative project that felt especially rewarding to finish? 
     If so, what made that project stand out to you?

2. When you think of diving into a passion project this summer, what ideas come to mind? 

3. Which of these elements might you enjoy including in your project? 
     (Circle any ideas that you like, we’re just brainstorming.)

4. Look over your ideas. Develop two or three possibilities for a passion project. 
    These possibilities might look like:

Picture Book

Short Story

Poetry

Novel

Memoir/Autobiography

How To/Survival Guide

Podcast

Play/ Film

Graphic Novel

Fantasy

Mystery

Adventure

Science Fiction

Sports Story

Fairy Tale

Historical Fiction

Legend, Tall Tale, or Myth

Other:
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CREATE A COVER OR POSTER
FOR YOUR PROJECT 

 

Include back cover copy or a
short blurb. Choosing colors,
images, and words will raise
excellent first-step questions
and either pull you into an idea
or help you locate the trouble

spots.

DRAW A MAP OF THE WORLD
OF YOUR STORY

 

To compare story concepts,
sketch a map for each of

your stories, building a mental
picture of the possibilities each

idea creates. Which world
draws you in? Which would you

want to visit?

DRAFT A TABLE OF
CONTENTS OR EPISODE LIST

 

To compare nonfiction, video,
or audio projects, draft a list
of titles for your sections or
episodes. Which list pours out
more easily? Which concept is

more compelling to you? 

NOW
WHAT?

NOW 

WHAT?

Want more activities like these? 
Join the Drafting Workshop!

younginklings.org/drafting-workshop
 


